Week Beginning- 18/5/2020
In addition to this week’s challenges below, I have set some Mathletics for your child to complete online if they wish to do
so. If you need any additional resources or activities, please have a look at the website suggestions (these are all free) sent
with the Term 5 parent letter.
Do not hesitate to contact me if you need to ask a question or seek guidance about any aspect of your child’s home learning.
I am here to support you in any way I can!
Please feel free to email me copies of any work that your child has completed, as I would love to see what they have been
doing and how they are getting on. If they have done anything extra, it would be amazing to see that too.
The Year 3 email address is class3@mereworth.kent.sch.uk
Mrs Delaney

English Challenge
If you could do magic, what trick would you want to do? Would you make it rain sweets? Turn a household object
into a magical pet? Make your dinner disappear?
Draw and write about a fantastical trick you’d like to perform. You could create your own magical persona as part
of your drawing.
Things to think about:
 What will you call yourself?
 Will you have a magical sounding name like Abdul Kazam?
 Will you wear a costume?
 What will you need for your act?
 Will you be on a stage?
 How will you show the magic happening in your drawing?
 How will you write about your trick to make it sound exciting and dramatic to someone else?

Maths Challenge
Mathletics: There will be more challenges set this week – Look out for these from Monday, you are looking for a
range of addition and subtraction questions.
Mystery Challenges: Attached are 2 Maths Mystery of………… challenges. You need to answer the questions to
find out who stole The Story Ending and The Moji Road Trip.
Your task is to find out the answers to the questions and then find out who was the culprit.
(Parents – I have included the answers for you too)

Science Challenge - Concept Cartoons
A concept cartoon is a visual picture of a
group of children or people and their
viewpoints on a subject. The viewpoints
differ between each person but they may
also be very similar.
Have a look at this concept cartoon –
 What are your opinions?
 Who might be right?
 Why do you think they are right?
 Who you think is right and why?
 Have a discussion with your parents
or another adult about your thinking.
What do they think and why?
 Once you have decided who is correct,
write down your explanation clearly
explaining.
Once you have completed this activity there are 2 more ‘Light’ related concept cartoons attached: Shadow and
Torches

Topic Challenge
Devise your own Top Trumps for the countries of Europe and their capital cities as well as other interesting facts. I
have included 2 different templates for you to use if you wish.

Curriculum Challenge - Music:

Log into Purple Mash and click on the ‘Tools’ button. Scroll down and you should find ‘Music and Sound.’ From
here navigate to the different areas of the music listed below.
2Explore: Find out how play and record simple melodies by clicking on the musical instruments
2Beat: Find out about rhythm and pulse by building up various beats.
2Sequence: Drag and drop sounds into the grid: explore harmony and build musical scores.
I have set up ‘2dos’ for each of the headings. Watch the video recording of how to use the musical instruments
and then make your own music.
When you are happy with your creation save your work so that I can see and hear what you have completed.
To save – click on Work – Class – Year 3 – then the relevant folder.
Please make sure you name your work correctly so that I can find it.

